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“Someone special, but in a quiet way. That seeming contradiction: he moves into leadership naturally,
except that he remains invisible at the same time. His intensity and power operates from below the
surface.”

-Nancy Bacal

Quoted above from an old friend of Leonard Cohen's gives perspective on how different he was from the
rest. Leonard was expressive through art, and found his main influence for his work in his early
adolescence helping him to achieve authentic triumph. His way of conveying struggle and love with his
effortless virtuosity influenced and impacted many. Leonard, being the man of melancholy and desire
discovered his talent and inspiration at a young age leading him to success and attainment.

Born September 21,1934 into “one of the most prominent Jewish families in Montreal¨(Sylvie
Simmons,October 18, 2011), Leonard Norman Cohen opened his eyes to a world he would later in life try
to figure out. His given Jewish name was ¨Eliezer¨ meaning ¨God is help¨. At the age of nine Leonard´s
father passed away, leaving him to be the ¨Man of the house¨. Leonard later professed that he never took
the time for himself to grieve about the death of his father. During his attendance at Westmount
Highschool Cohen was involved in many academic activities which included being President of the
Student Council, an executive of the drama club, and on the board for the schools yearbook. Between his
many scholastic pursuits he took up poetry and guitar as past times, not knowing what would come from
that decision. Graduating Westmount in 1951, he moved up to being a student at McGill University. In
Cohen´s first year he dedicated his studies to General Arts moving onto Math, Commerce, Political
Science and eventually Law. he also spent time in the debating union, but his writing took priority over
all. Leonard concluded his time at McGill University by graduating in 1955. Leonard acknowledges that
university is when he really became a poet, opening up a new world for him.

¨A Poet of Brokenness¨ title given to Cohen by Author, Mikal Gilmore perfectly summarizes Leonard in
a quaint way. From his first love being ¨Your Cheatin ' Heart'' by Hank Williams, it inspired many of
Leonard´s songs in his first band ¨The Buckskin Boys¨. While later moving up to poetry he became
fascinated by Federico Garcia Lorca, but more importantly his poem ¨Gacela of the morning market¨.
Federico Garcia Lorca was the main reason Leonard got into poetry, he confessed that he felt Lorca had
given him permission to find his voice. Cohen was influenced by many other poets, for example Andrew
Marvell, John Donne, W.B. Yeats, W.H. Auden and Irving Layton, the list would only expand as time
went on. Even though Leonard was inspired by many artists he took inspirations from ones he loved and
his morbid angst.



Leonards’s career set off with his first published piece of literature in 1961, titled “The Spice Box of The
Earth''. The response to the beginning of his new era came back as a critical and commercial success,
earning him being seen as an important literary figure. The combination of his earnings and inheritance
allowed him to buy a home in Greece, where he would stay for the next seven years. Cohen’s work from
the period in Greece included: Flowers for Hitler (1964), Parasites of Heaven (1966), The Favourite
Game (1963), and Beautiful Losers (1966). The recent books published of the time sparked controversy in
Canada for the theme of the content. From doubts of not being able to live off of being a Poet, Cohen
began to play around with music again. From the captivating glow from the stories and in mind imagery,
Leonard went off to New York City to expand the capabilities of his art. His nerve racking debut came to
be at the 1967 Newport Folk Festival, which would shortly help him get signed to Columbia Records.
Cohen continued to produce his artwork, and it helped him gather a large and devoted audience. Suzanne
Elrad, Leonard’s girlfriend at the time, gave birth to his son Adam in 1972 and his daughter Lorca in
1974. His daughter Lorca was named after Cohen’s favourite Poet “Federico Garcia Lorca '', it showed his
sincere love between the two; Federico Garcia Lorca and daughter Lorca.

In Leonard’s lifetime of fame, he received many awards followed by positive feedback. His first of many
achievements were receiving a Genie Award for Best Original Song in 1986 and getting inducted into the
Canadain Hall of Fame in 1991. Moving onto a Juno Award for Best Video of the Year and Best Male
Artist in 1993. In 1994 he won a Juno Award for songwriter of the year before taking a break for his
work. Panic arose for Cohen in 2005 when he learned that his manager had embezzled five million dollars
of his money, leaving him to have to go on tour again after fifteen years. In 2008, starting his new journey
to work back his earnings, he was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and received a Grammy
Award for Album of The Year. In 2010 Cohen was awarded with the Grammy Lifetime Achievement
Award. Leonard would also receive many other Juno Awards and his album in 2016 “You Want it Darker”
was labeled by critics `` A late period masterpiece”. And his last award was a Grammy for Best Rock
Performance in 2018 that he wouldn’t be able to witness from his passing in 2016.

His thoughts and emotions touched many, which came from his miraculous mind spinning from the
world's towering inspiration. Leonard worked hard ever since his youth, constantly, helping him gain
more opportunities in life. Inspiration scouring for a target and it thankfully being Cohen helped confront
people's emotions to themselves. He produced heaven-sent work, gaining popularity he most definitely
deserved and achievement only one could dream of. Leonard really came to be Canada’s “Poet of
Brokenness.”



My Tangible Artwork
My art piece is based on Leonard Cohen’s iconic fedora ; a staple in his later years.  The materials I used

to complete my project include: plaster, paper mache, newsprint, Leonard Cohen’s poetry in print, black
ribbon, glaze,  metal wire, a speaker, and lastly a wooden stand. I chose to mold a fedora out of plaster,
moving onto paper macheing newsprint and then Leonard Cohen’s poetry. I glazed the fedora made of
plaster and placed black ribbon around it; lastly moving onto placing it on a wooden stand. I placed a
speaker underneath the hat so it could play his music and clips of him reciting his poems. If you look
closely at the images you can view his poetry on the hat.
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